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ABSTRACT  

Manually downloading data from the FRED® website and uploading it to SAS® can be slow.  Fortunately, 
SAS has a tool to make this process faster.  With the SASEFRED Data Access Engine, you can retrieve 
data from FRED directly into a SAS data set.  Spend less time accessing and preparing your data and 
more time exploring and building models. 

INTRODUCTION  

SAS/ETS® software has a data access engine, SASEFRED, that uses the LIBNAME statement to access 
time series data in the FRED database.  FRED brings data from multiple providers to one location, 
making it easier to use, search, display, save, share, and store your desired data. The Federal Reserve 
Bank of Saint Louis FRED database is free, and according to the FRED website, there are 822,000 
United States and international time series from 114 sources (Federal Reserve Bank of Saint Louis, 
2023).  However, FRED does not provide tools to analyze data, and this is where SAS comes in.  Using 
SASEFRED is easy and requires you to complete two tasks.  

First, you must create a FRED® user account (Federal Reserve Bank of Saint Louis, 2023).  Second, you 
must create an application programming interface (API) key (Federal Reserve Bank of Saint Louis, 2023). 
You can create as many API keys as you like.  Figure 1 shows what it looks like after creating some API 
keys and the API key used to demonstrate SASEFRED by using SAS On Demand for Academics or SAS 
9.4. Importantly, replace the API used in the demonstrations with the API you create. The demonstration 
API key will be deleted. 

 

Figure 1. FRED API Keys 

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the use of SASEFRED.  To do this, it’s important to 
understand the FRED database structure. 

FRED API KEY IN A WEB BROWSER 

To help you understand the FRED database structure, you can get extensive documentation and 
examples of using the FRED API in a web browser located on the FRED website (Federal Reserve Bank 
of Saint Louis, 2023).  To begin, here are a few examples to increase your understanding.   

First, to get a list of all data providers—FRED calls data providers, data sources—enter the following in 
your web browser: 

• https://api.stlouisfed.org/fred/sources?api_key=a941fbd163371e27fe76727fa1b89e7c. 

The output displays information about each data source, each with a unique source id.  There are a lot of 
sources, and here are two: 

• source id=11 (Dow Jones & Company), and  

• source id=85 (S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC).  

Each data source can have multiple releases.  

https://fredaccount.stlouisfed.org/login/secure/
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/docs/api/api_key.html
https://api.stlouisfed.org/fred/sources?api_key=a941fbd163371e27fe76727fa1b89e7c
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Second, to illustrate how to retrieve all releases for a given source id—in this case, source id=85—enter 
the following in your web browser: 

• https://api.stlouisfed.org/fred/source/releases?source_id=85&api_key=a941fbd163371e27fe7672
7fa1b89e7c.  

Now, the output displays information about each release from source id=85.  Source id=85 has three 
releases:  

• release id=189 (Standard & Poors),  

• release id=197 (Dow Jones Averages), and  

• release id=199 (S&P Case-Shiller Home Price Indices).   

Each release can have multiple series. 

Third, to demonstrate how to retrieve all data series for a given release id—in this case, release id=197—
enter the following in your web browser: 

• https://api.stlouisfed.org/fred/release/series?release_id=197&api_key=a941fbd163371e27fe7672
7fa1b89e7c.  

Now, the output displays information about each series from release id=197.  And release id=197 (Dow 
Jones Averages) has four series:  

• series id=DJCA (Dow Jones Composite Average),  

• series id=DJIA (Dow Jones Industrial Average),  

• series id= DJTA (Dow Jones Transportation Average), and  

• series id=DJUA (Dow Jones Utility Average).  

Knowing the series id is important, and each series id is unique.   

Finally, to demonstrate how to retrieve observations from a series—in this case, series id=DJIA—enter 
the following in your web browser: 

• https://api.stlouisfed.org/fred/series/observations?series_id=DJIA&api_key=a941fbd163371e27fe
76727fa1b89e7c. 

Figure 2 shows daily observations for the closing level of the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA).  
Notice that the 2013-09-02 value is missing.  This date is associated with the United States 2013 Labor 
Day—a federal holiday with closed stock markets. 

https://api.stlouisfed.org/fred/source/releases?source_id=85&api_key=a941fbd163371e27fe76727fa1b89e7c
https://api.stlouisfed.org/fred/source/releases?source_id=85&api_key=a941fbd163371e27fe76727fa1b89e7c
https://api.stlouisfed.org/fred/release/series?release_id=197&api_key=a941fbd163371e27fe76727fa1b89e7c
https://api.stlouisfed.org/fred/release/series?release_id=197&api_key=a941fbd163371e27fe76727fa1b89e7c
https://api.stlouisfed.org/fred/series/observations?series_id=DJIA&api_key=a941fbd163371e27fe76727fa1b89e7c
https://api.stlouisfed.org/fred/series/observations?series_id=DJIA&api_key=a941fbd163371e27fe76727fa1b89e7c
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Figure 2. Observations from the DJIA series 

Changing the series id to DJCA, DJTA, or DJUA produces similar reports of daily prices for each series, 
respectively.  Now that you understand the FRED database structure better, let’s explore SASEFRED.  

SASEFRED: SAS REPORTS 

To repeat the same steps in SAS, enter code similar to the following.  All LIBNAME statements below 
produce reports in SAS instead of your web browser.  The only changes you need to make are to the 
physical-name in the LIBNAME libref SASEFRED “physical-name” and to insert your APIKEY:  

libname fred sasefred "/home/u49890908/FRED" 

url="https://api.stlouisfed.org/fred/sources?" 

APIKEY='a941fbd163371e27fe76727fa1b89e7c'; 

 

libname fred sasefred "/home/u49890908/FRED" 

url="https://api.stlouisfed.org/fred/source/releases?source_id=85" 

APIKEY='a941fbd163371e27fe76727fa1b89e7c'; 

 

libname fred sasefred "/home/u49890908/FRED" 

url="https://api.stlouisfed.org/fred/release/series?release_id=197" 

APIKEY='a941fbd163371e27fe76727fa1b89e7c'; 

 

libname fred sasefred "/home/u49890908/FRED" 

APIKEY='a941fbd163371e27fe76727fa1b89e7c' 

idlist='DJIA'; 

 

Notice that the last SASEFRED data access engine step does not require the URL option.  The main 
takeaway is that you need to be aware of the metadata for the variable observation_value because this is 
usually the variable of interest.  In this case, observation_value is the daily close for the DJIA series.  
Figure 3 shows that observation_value is character, not numeric.  FRED contains a lot of economic data, 
and you often want this variable to be numeric, not character.  
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Figure 3. Alphabetic List of Variables and Attributes 

CATEGORIES & TAGS 

Another way to search for FRED data is using categories or tags.  FRED is so large that it can be 
challenging to find a time series, so searching by categories or tags can save time.  This is especially 
useful if you do not know the time series name or are having issues finding a particular series.  FRED has 
eight main categories and 6,048 tags.  

To demonstrate, go to FRED and select Category, Tag, or enter the name of a time series.  Figure 4 
shows the FRED search interface. Suppose you know the name of the Standard and Poor’s 500 time 
series, SP500, but you’re having trouble finding a similar time series.  Entering SP500 into the search 
produces the results in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 4. FRED Website 

Observe the Related Categories and Tags in Figure 5.  You can use these categories and tags to search 
for the data you want.  For example, selecting the Stock Market Indexes category returns 42 stock market 
indexes in FRED, which includes DJCA, DJIA, DJTA, and DJUA.  
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Figure 5. Categories and Tags for the Time Series SP500 

You can also use an API key and web browser to search for tag names.  To demonstrate how to retrieve 
tags, enter the following in a web browser.   

• https://api.stlouisfed.org/fred/tags?api_key=a941fbd163371e27fe76727fa1b89e7c  

Figure 6 shows a partial listing of tags.  Knowing the tag name can help you find the data you want. 

 

Figure 6. List of Tag Names 

You can also use categories and tags in SASEFRED.  First, to demonstrate searching FRED using 
categories, run the following LIBNAME step. The LIBNAME step returns the category_id, category_name, 
and category_parent_id for the SP500 series. Figure 7 shows the category_id=32255, 
category_name=Stock Market Indexes, and category_parent_id=46 for the SP500 series id.  

libname fred sasefred "/home/u49890908/FRED"  

   URL="https://api.stlouisfed.org/fred/series/categories?series_id=SP500" 

   APIKEY='a941fbd163371e27fe76727fa1b89e7c'; 

 

https://api.stlouisfed.org/fred/tags?api_key=a941fbd163371e27fe76727fa1b89e7c
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Figure 7. Category Name and Category Parent ID for Category ID=32255 

Next, use the category_id=32255 to search FRED for time series in the same category.  To do this, run 
the following LIBNAME step. 
   
libname fred sasefred "/home/u49890908/FRED"  

   URL="https://api.stlouisfed.org/fred/category/series?category_id=32255" 

   APIKEY='a941fbd163371e27fe76727fa1b89e7c'; 

Figure 8 shows 46 stock market index time series where category_id=32255. Additional results, not 
shown, reveal the series id for all of the 46 time series.  One of these stock market index time series 
might be what you want.  The main takeaway is that knowing the category of a time series can help you 
find similar time series. 

 

Figure 8. 46 Time Series where Category_ID=32255 

SASEFRED can also use tags to search FRED.  Suppose you want to search for all the time series with 
two tags: stock market and indexes.  To do this, run the following LIBNAME step.  Note that the 
semicolon after the tag stock+market seperates the stock+market tag from the indexes tag, it isn’t a SAS 
semicolon to end the statement. 

libname fred sasefred "/home/u49890908/FRED"  

URL="https://api.stlouisfed.org/fred/tags/series?tag_names=stock+market; 

indexes" APIKEY='a941fbd163371e27fe76727fa1b89e7c'; 

Figure 9 shows there are 57 time series with the tags stock market and indexes.  Additional results, not 
show, reveal the series id for all of the 57 time series.   

 

Figure 9.  57 Time Series with two tags: stock market and indexes 

Next, to demonstrate what happens when you continue adding tags, run the following LIBNAME step. 

libname fred sasefred "/home/u49890908/FRED"    

URL="https://api.stlouisfed.org/fred/tags/series?tag_names=stock+market; 

 indexes;financial" APIKEY='a941fbd163371e27fe76727fa1b89e7c'; 

The following section demonstrates how to use SASEFRED to create SAS datasets.  

SASEFRED: SAS DATA SETS 

SASEFRED can create SAS datasets from FRED time series so that you can perform your analysis and 
produce reports.  To demonstrate what happens when you request data from multiple time series, you 
can access the daily price levels of the four Dow Jones series: DJIA, DJCA, DJUA, and DJTA: 

libname FRED SASEFRED "/home/u49890908/FRED" 

APIKEY='a941fbd163371e27fe76727fa1b89e7c' 

idlist='DJIA,DJCA,DJUA,DJTA' 

/*REPLACE is the default, can change to REUSE */ 

automap=REPLACE 

/*Specify where XMLmap is stored. Default is XMLMAP=Fred.map */ 

XMLMAP="/home/u49890908/FRED/dow1.map"  

/*Specify the name of both the XML file (downloaded) and the */ 

/*SAS data set created when XML data are read into SAS.      */                              

outxml=dow1; 
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data dow1; 

set fred.dow1 (drop=realtime_start realtime_end); 

run; 

Figure 10 shows the work.dow1 data set.  Notice that the variables DJIA, DJCA, DJUA, and DJTA are 
character, not numeric and that SASEFRED returns annual, not daily, price levels.  Until now, the 
frequency of the query results for all Dow Jones series has been daily, and the native frequency for the 
Dow Jones series is daily.  This means that these time series are reported daily.  Other time series in 
FRED will be reported weekly, monthly, quarterly, annually, or some other frequency. 

 

Figure 10. WORK.DOW1 SAS data set. 

What happened to the daily data for the four Dow Jones series?  By default, SASEFRED resorts to 
annual frequency when multiple time series are specified in the IDLIST=option.  To override the annual 
default frequency when multiple time series are specified in the IDLIST=, you need to add the 
FREQ=option.  To get SASEFRED to return daily, not annual, data, and to get numeric, not character 
data, modify the code: 

libname FRED SASEFRED "/home/u49890908/FRED" 

APIKEY='a941fbd163371e27fe76727fa1b89e7c' 

idlist='DJIA,DJCA,DJUA,DJTA' 

automap=REPLACE 

XMLMAP="/home/u49890908/FRED/dow1.map"                              

outxml=dow1 

freq='d'; 

 

data dow1; 

set fred.dow1 (drop=realtime_start realtime_end); 

newDJIA=input(DJIA, 12.2); 

newDJCA=input(DJCA, 12.2); 

newDJUA=input(DJUA, 12.2); 

newDJTA=input(DJTA, 12.2); 

drop DJIA DJCA DJUA DJTA; 

rename newDJIA=DJIA newDJCA=DJCA newDJUA=DJUA newDJTA=DJTA; 

run; 

A complete list of SASEFRED FREQ=options are found online in the SAS documentation (SAS, 2023).  
More importantly, Figure 11 shows that the work.dow1 data set now contains daily, numeric data for all of 
the time series.  
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Figure 11. WORK.DOW1 SAS data set with daily, numeric observations. 

There are many options you can specify in SASEFRED, and to illustrate a few more take a look at the 
following code: 

libname FRED SASEFRED "/home/u49890908/FRED" 

APIKEY='a941fbd163371e27fe76727fa1b89e7c' idlist='DJIA,VXDCLS' 

automap=replace  

 XMLMAP="/home/u49890908/FRED/dow3.map" outxml=dow3 freq='d' units='chg'  

 start='2015-12-31' end='2016-09-04'; 

 

data dow3; 

 set fred.dow3; 

 chgDJIA=input(DJIA, 12.2); 

 chgVXDCLS=input(VXDCLS, 12.2); 

 drop DJIA VXDCLS; 

run; 

 

libname FRED SASEFRED "/home/u49890908/FRED"  

APIKEY='a941fbd163371e27fe76727fa1b89e7c' idlist='DJIA,VXDCLS' 

automap=replace  

 XMLMAP="/home/u49890908/FRED/dow4.map" outxml=dow4 freq='d' units='lin'  

 start='2015-12-31' end='2016-09-04'; 

 

data dow4; 

 set fred.dow4; 

 linDJIA=input(DJIA, 12.2); 

 linVXDCLS=input(VXDCLS, 12.2); 

 drop DJIA VXDCLS; 

run; 

 

proc sql; 

 create table merged as select  

dow3.date, dow3.chgDJIA, dow3.chgVXDCLS,dow4.linDJIA, dow4.linVXDCLS  

 from work.dow3, work.dow4  

 where dow3.date=dow4.date; 

quit; 

 
The first LIBNAME statement sets UNITS= to ‘chg’ and the second LIBNAME statement sets it equal to 
‘lin’.  In this case, when ‘chg’ is specified, SASEFRED computes the change in the value of the time 
series from one day to the next and when ‘lin’ is specified, which is the default, SASEFRED does not 
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perform any transformations of the reported data in the FRED® database.  SASEFRED can perform many 
transformations. 

Two other options specified in the LIBNAME statement are START= and END=.  These two options allow 
you to specify when you want the time series to start and end.  The earliest start date is 1776-07-04 and 
the latest end date is 9999-12-31.  If you don’t specify any dates, SASEFRED grabs all observations for 
the time series you specify in the IDLIST. 

Figure 12 shows the work.merged data set.  You can verify that the chgDJIA and chgVXDCLS variables 
are the daily change in the linDJIA and linVSDCLS time series, respectively.  In addition, observe that the 
start date is 2015-12-31. 

 

Figure 12. WORK.MERGED SAS data set with UNITS=, START=, and END= options 

PROC TIMEDATA, or other DATA or PROC steps, can accomplish similar results to using UNITS=, 
START=, and END= in SASEFRED, and it may be the preferred method to filter, modify or transform your 
data. 

SASEFRED: A SIMPLE APPLICATION 

To demonstrate the time savings of using SASEFRED with SAS Studio, three time series, DJIA, 
VXDCLS, and SOFR are downloaded and placed in the fred.dow5 dataset.  DJIA is the daily closing level 
of the Dow Jones Industrial Index, a popular stock price index.  VXDCLS is the daily closing level of the 
volatility of the Dow Jones Industrial Index.  And SOFR is the daily secured overnight financing rate, a 
newer short-term interest rate.   

Next, the data is filtered and prepared for analysis in a DATA step.  Subsequent code is created by using 
point-and-click tasks in SAS Studio.  The results are not shown.  The main takeaway is that you can 
easily access real-world data and immediately begin the process of exploring, preparing, and analyzing 
your data.  This is especially helpful when teaching undergraduate or graduate students with little 
programming experience. In a 75-minute class session, students can complete the two steps required to 
use SASEFRED, explore the FRED database structure, learn how to search FRED using SASEFRED, 
create SAS datasets, and build time series models. 

libname FRED SASEFRED "/home/u49890908/FRED"  

 APIKEY='a941fbd163371e27fe76727fa1b89e7c' idlist='DJIA,VXDCLS,SOFR'  

 automap=replace XMLMAP="/home/u49890908/FRED/dow5.map" outxml=dow4                 

freq='d'  

 units='lin' output=1 start='1776-07-04' end='9999-12-31'; 

 

data work.dow5; 

 set fred.dow5 (drop=realtime_start realtime_end); 
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 where date>'02APR2018'd; 

 newDJIA=input(DJIA, 12.2); 

 newVXDCLS=input(VXDCLS, 12.2); 

 newSOFR=input(SOFR, 12.2); 

 drop DJIA VXDCLS SOFR; 

 rename newDJIA=DJIA newVXDCLS=VXDCLS newSOFR=SOFR; 

 format date date9.; 

run; 

 

ods graphics on/imagemap=on; 

title1 "Level of the Daily Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) Index"; 

 

proc sgplot data=work.dow5; 

 series x=date y=djia; 

run; 

 

title1; 

title1 "Level of the Daily Secured Overnight Financing Rate (SOFR)                           

"; 

title2 "Level of the Daily CBOE Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) 

Volatility Index (VXDCLS)"; 

 

proc sgplot data=work.dow5; 

 series x=date y=sofr; 

 series x=date y=vxdcls; 

run; 

 

title; 

title1 "Level of the Daily Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) Index"; 

title2 "Level of the Daily CBOE DJIA Volatility Index (VXDCLS)      "; 

 

proc sgplot data=dow5; 

 series x=date y=djia/lineattrs=(pattern=41); 

 series x=date y=vxdcls/y2axis lineattrs=(pattern=15); 

run; 

 

title; 

 

/********************************/ 

/* Time Series Data Preparation */ 

/********************************/ 

ods noproctitle; 

 

proc sort data=WORK.DOW5 out=Work.preProcessedData; 

 by date; 

run; 

 

proc timedata data=Work.preProcessedData seasonality=7 out=WORK._tsoutput; 

 id date interval=day setmissing=previous; 

 var DJIA / accumulate=none transform=none; 

 var VXDCLS / accumulate=none transform=none; 

 var SOFR / accumulate=none transform=none; 

run; 

 

data work.tsPrep(rename=()); 

 set WORK._tsoutput; 

run; 
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proc print data=work.tsPrep(obs=10); 

 title "Subset of work.tsPrep"; 

run; 

 

title; 

 

proc delete data=Work.preProcessedData; 

run; 

 

proc delete data=WORK._tsoutput; 

run; 

 

/*************************/ 

/*Time Series Exploration*/ 

/*************************/ 

ods noproctitle; 

ods graphics / imagemap=on; 

 

proc sort data=WORK.TSPREP out=Work.preProcessedData; 

 by date; 

run; 

 

proc timeseries data=Work.preProcessedData seasonality=7 plots=(series  

 histogram corr acf pacf wn); 

 id date interval=day; 

 var DJIA / accumulate=none transform=none dif=0 sdif=0; 

 ods exclude ACFNORMPlot; 

 ods exclude PACFNORMPlot; 

 ods exclude WhiteNoiseLogProbabilityPlot; 

run; 

 

/* Unit root test analysis */ 

proc arima data=Work.preProcessedData plots=none; 

 ods select StationarityTests; 

 identify var=DJIA stationarity=(adf=3); 

 run; 

quit; 

 

proc delete data=Work.preProcessedData; 

run; 

 

/***************************************/ 

/*Time Series Modeling and Forecasting */ 

/***************************************/ 

/*Radom Walk with NO Drift */ 

ods noproctitle; 

ods graphics / imagemap=on; 

 

proc sort data=WORK.TSPREP out=Work.preProcessedData; 

 by date; 

run; 

 

proc arima data=Work.preProcessedData plots=all out=work.out_random_nodrift; 

 identify var=DJIA (1) outcov=work.outcov_random_nodrift; 

 estimate noint method=CLS outest=work.outest_random_nodrift  

 outstat=work.outstat_random_nodrift outmodel=work.outmodel_random_nodrift; 
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 forecast lead=12 back=12 alpha=0.05 id=date interval=day; 

 outlier; 

 run; 

quit; 

 

proc delete data=Work.preProcessedData; 

run; 

 

/*Random Walk with Drift */ 

ods noproctitle; 

ods graphics / imagemap=on; 

 

proc sort data=WORK.TSPREP out=Work.preProcessedData; 

 by date; 

run; 

 

proc arima data=Work.preProcessedData plots=all out=work.out_random_drift; 

 identify var=DJIA (1) outcov=work.outcov_random_drift; 

 estimate method=CLS outest=work.outest_random_drift  

 outstat=work.outstat_random_drift outmodel=work.outmodel_random_drift; 

 forecast lead=12 back=12 alpha=0.05 id=date interval=day; 

 outlier; 

 run; 

quit; 

 

proc delete data=Work.preProcessedData; 

run; 

 

/*ARIMA: AR(1) */ 

ods noproctitle; 

ods graphics / imagemap=on; 

 

proc sort data=WORK.TSPREP out=Work.preProcessedData; 

 by date; 

run; 

 

proc arima data=Work.preProcessedData plots=all out=work.out_AR1; 

 identify var=DJIA outcov=work.outcov_AR1; 

 estimate p=(1) method=ML outest=work.outest_AR1 outstat=work.outstat_AR1  

 outmodel=work.outmodel_AR1; 

 forecast lead=12 back=12 alpha=0.05 id=date interval=day; 

 outlier; 

 run; 

quit; 

 

proc delete data=Work.preProcessedData; 

run; 

 

/*ARIMAX: AR(1) VXDCLS */ 

ods noproctitle; 

ods graphics / imagemap=on; 

 

proc sort data=WORK.TSPREP out=Work.preProcessedData; 

 by date; 

run; 
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proc arima data=Work.preProcessedData plots(only)=(series(corr crosscorr) 

residual(corr normal)forecast(forecast) ); 

 identify var=DJIA crosscorr=(VXDCLS); 

 estimate p=(1) input=(VXDCLS) method=ML; 

 forecast lead=12 back=12 alpha=0.05 id=date interval=day printall; 

 outlier; 

 run; 

quit; 

 

proc delete data=Work.preProcessedData; 

run; 

CONCLUSION  

The SASEFRED interface engine reads time series data in FRED directly into SAS.  Using SASEFRED 
saves you time because the manual downloading of time series data from FRED and subsequent manual 
uploading of the data to SAS is eliminated.  SAS has other data access engines that read time series 
data directly from different databases.  Table 1 shows a list.  Some of these databases require a 
subscription, however, FRED is a free database. 

Table 1. List of SAS Data Access Engines. 

Data Access Engine Database 

SASECRESP Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) 

SASEFAME Fame 

SASEFRED Saint Louis Federal Reserve (FRED) 

SASEHAVR Haver Analytics DLX 

SASENOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)  

SASOECD Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 

SASEQUAN Quandl 

SASERAIN World Weather Online 

SASEWBGO World Bank Group Open 

SASEXCCM CRSP/Compustat Merged (CCM)  

SASEXFSD FactSet OnDemand 
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